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Follow the winding trail of tales...
Your wristband will tell you at which story you start!



Land Acknowledgement

The area currently known as New Orleans is also
known as Bulbancha, meaning “place of many
tongues” in the Choctaw language. This land is
frequently traversed by people of the Atakapa, Caddo,
Choctaw, Houma, Natchez, and Tunica nations and
home to Chitimacha, Houma, and Choctaw people.
We thank all past and present indigenous peoples of
this land for their stewardship, guidance, and care.
The New Orleans Museum of Art is located in New
Orleans City Park, on land that was once part of the
Allard Plantation. We acknowledge that the
productivity of this land was once made possible by
the heinous practice of chattel slavery. We celebrate
the cultural and spiritual contributions of Afro-
descendants to our city, state, and nation. 
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Welcome back to live theatre!

I can't tell you how much joy and relief it brings me to
write those words. For the last almost two years we have
found ourselves with so many false starts, dashed hopes,
and financial challenges that, at times, it felt like a return
might never be possible. But, in the sensationally
stubborn spirit of New Orleans, we persisted.

We have spent much of our time since March 2020
looking inward with a self-examination of our past work
and practices. And though I will let you be the final judge, I
believe The NOLA Project that has emerged from our
pandemic slumber as a more diverse, more inclusive,
more equitable, and more community-driven arts
organization. I hope that you see these efforts in our
presentation tonight.

From the Artistic
Director

A.J. Allegra

Continued on next page...



TELL IT TO ME SWEET is an exciting new work borne of
necessity, refined with creativity, and inspired by our
community. When Torey, Brittany, Tenaj, and I first began on
this journey, we were inspired by the Public Theatre’s Public
Works program that “aims to restore and build community by
connecting people through the creation of extraordinary
works of art.” In that spirit, we sought out a cast of artists to
bring these tales to life that are definitively of our community.
Some are seasoned professional actors. And many are multi-
talented artists discovering theatre for the first time. And
some are, as I jokingly like to say, “theatre-curious.”

he result is an entirely fresh and exciting cast that I hope you
will be delighted to meet on your stroll through the garden
tonight. 

Finally, I am very excited that this marks my final address as
the sole Artistic Director of The NOLA Project. Starting in
January 2022, we are delighted to welcome the playwright of
tonight’s show, Brittany N. Williams, as our brand-new Co-
Artistic Director. Brittany and I will work side by side as Co-
ADs as part of a shared leadership model that ensures a
wider variety of artistic perspectives with a continued spirit of
ensemble and theatrical excellence. I cannot wait to show
you what we have in store. 

Continued on next page...



So tonight, I hope you enjoy the stories, get your steps
in, explore the fabulous new sculpture garden, and
relish—as I do—in the welcome return of live theatre. 



Brittany N. Williams

A word with
the
playwright

We’ve all heard fairy tales. We all KNOW fairy tales. I’ve
been fascinated by the many variations on “Once upon
a time...” since before I could read so when A.J.
commissioned me to write this piece, I felt more than
prepared. I scoured Grimm’s Fairy Tales, of course, but
also pulled from The Annotated African American
Folktales (edited by Maria Tatar & Henry Louis Gates
Jr.) and Her Stories: African American Folktales, Fairy
Tales, and True Tales and The People Could Fly:
American Black Folktales (both written by Virginia
Hamilton and illustrated by Leo & Diane Dillon). 

I wanted the stories you’ll encounter, dear watcher, to
be fresh but have shades of the familiar. 

Continued on next page...



I dug a little deep for this collection but still only scraped
the surface of the weird, wild, and honestly terrifying. 

“The Spinner” is a streamlined version of Grimm’s “The
Three Spinners” and a variation on the “Rumplestilskin”
tale. Instead of three mysterious women (or one
suspicious child thief) sharing spinning wheel duties, we
have a single woman. And the naming convention is the
result of an unconcerned queen instead of a contest. But
at its core is still a story of the unraveling of a lie and an
incredible stroke of good luck.

“The Oak Tree” is a story found both in Grimm’s as “The
Juniper Tree” and in African American folktales as “The
Singing Bones” with the former slightly less gruesome
than the latter. It’s our Wicked Stepmother story that looks
at jealousy, magical justice, and objectionable cooking
practices.

“The Wolf & the Seven Kids” is our Big Bad Wolf story
pulled straight from Grimm’s and one of my childhood
favorites. It’s a combination of the disobedient child of
“Little Red Riding Hood” and the battle of wits of “The
Three Little Pigs” with a mother’s impeccable sewing skills
bringing about the turn of our finale.



“The Little Devil” follows in the African American folk
tradition of normal folk outsmarting the devil—be it a
literal being from the underworld or the person who
enslaved them. Here we have a child who goes against a
newly-trained devil and it’s up to the knowledge of
homonyms to save the day. Or the afterlife.

“Buried Treasure” is a ghost story variation pulled from
African American folktales. It’s a common story of the
“least” in a community—an extremely poor man in the
original—happens to be the only one to complete a
seemingly insurmountable task. It’s possibly our most
spooky story of the evening but, as with all the rest, has a
happy ending.

I hope you’ll enjoy our collection of tales and be inspired to
explore more be they Grimm’s, Hans Christian Anderson’s,
or any of the three excellent anthologies I shared above. I
hope they inspire you to create your own in a reflection of
your own life, experiences, and family as I did with these.
Most of all, I hope you feel that sense of community and
fellowship that comes from sharing these stories and
seeing live theatre. Happy viewing!

-Brittany



The Spinner

Rebecca
Queen Prudence
Mother/Hazel

Hannah Dougharty
Velma Blair
Chrissy Jacobs

Hannah Dougharty (Rebecca) received her BFA in
acting from the University of the Arts in Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania. She is now pursing an MFA in acting.
Recent credits include WHAT HAPPENED BETWEEN
THE DAKOTAS, A BULLET FOR LOVERBOY, and PICK
ME UP. This is her first show with The NOLA Project.
Hannah is thrilled to help bring to life the performance
of TELL IT TO ME SWEET with a wondrous cast and
crew. She is thankful to be a part of making live
theater happen again in this post-covid time.



Velma Blair (Queen Prudence) is a horrible, awful
devil-woman beset upon the world by Rockfire Theatre
co-founder and local multidisciplinary artist Mint
Bryan, who, in summoning her, has committed a
catastrophically heinous transgression for which no
apology shall ever suffice. They are collectively known
for their role in The Radical Buffoons’ SHOW FLOAT as
the similarly-odious Margaret Thatcher, the FLAME
Award-nominated self-produced drag performance art
revue THE VERY EXCITING DEAD RODENT PARADE,
and as dramaturge, performer, and seance expert for
The Radical Buffoons’ upcoming original work AND
COME ‘ROUND IN CIRCLE. Much love to Tyler.

Chrissy Jacobs (Mother/Hazel) is honored to be a
part of TELL IT TO ME SWEET. It is her first opportunity
with The NOLA Project and it has been a delight
collaborating with the uplifting, talented and diligent
crew of artists. Some roles she has previously played
are: Lillie Anne-BARBEQUE; The Radical Buffoons,
NOLA, Juliet-ROMEO AND JULIET; The Fringe Theater
Company’s Shakespeare in the Schools, Key West, FL.,
and Agnes-MARION BRIDGE; Michiana Summer
Theater, Michiana Shores, IN. Chrissy hopes you enjoy
the beauty of the garden and have fun at the show!



The Oak Tree
Mother
Anita
Charlie/The Bird
Father

Annie Phoenix
Kelci Lewis
Malakani Severson
Khaila J. Mickens

Annie Phoenix (Mother) is excited to be in her first
production with The NOLA Project. She is a development
consultant for non-profit organizations who is finding her
way back to the stage after a 10 year hiatus. She is grateful
for the opportunity to work with a talented cast and
wonderful organization! 

Kelci Lewis (Anita) is excited to be working with The
NOLA Project. Kelci has participated in many shows before
such as GODSPELL (soloist), NEWSIES (JoJo), INSTANT
THEATER: THE MUSICAL (Dawn, Heidi, and Flounder), THE
JUNGLE BOOK (Mowgli). Kelci is a dancer, singer, and actor
in her school’s drama club. “I would like to thank my 7th
period Algebra II Honors class for putting up with my crazy
rehearsal stories. I’d also like to thank the cast and crew
welcoming me."



Malakani Severson (Charlie/The Bird) is excited to
make his The NOLA Project debut with this amazing cast
and crew! Favorite roles include ROCKY in THE ROCKY
HORROR SHOW, SONNY MALONE in XANADU and JACKIE
in THE WILD PARTY. @mala.kani on Instagram and TikTok.
Enjoy the show!

Khaila J. Mickens (Father) is an educator and artist
based in New Orleans. This is her first post-graduate
production, and she is excited to be working with The
NOLA Project on such a special and unique project!



The Wolf &

the Seven Kids
Mama Goat
Cookie
Dash
The Wolf

Rebeckah Gordon-Kirk
Jordan Bordenave
Jordan Joseph
Keith Claverie

Rebeckah Gordon-Kirk (Mama Goat) is glad to be
performing LIVE and spreading some much needed joy!
She is most known as ‘Ms.Kirk’ to her music students at
Louise S. McGehee School. Most recently she appeared
in the New Orleans Opera Association’s COVID-19
Memorial (Chorus Member, 2014-present). Ms. Gordon-
Kirk’s appearances include SILENCE! THE MUSICAL
(Ardelia Mapp, The Storyville Collective), MATILDA (Mrs.
Phelps, Summer Lyric Theatre), Gone Pecans (Ricky
Graham-Rivertown Theatre), HISTORICAL MUSICAL
TRAIN TOUR (Frankie/Alex, Friends of City Park). Grand
thanks to The NOLA Project and all those involved in
making this production happen.



Jordan Bordenave (Cookie) is Nola born and Thailand
raised. Her hobbies include traveling, performing,
stealing accents, and caring for the planet. This is her
first show with The NOLA Project. She has never broken
a bone. 

Jordan Joseph (Dash) is a native New Orleanian. She is
making her theatrical debut in The NOLA Project’s
production of TELL IT TO ME SWEET. Jordan is very
excited to share the stage with such a talented and
welcoming company!

Keith Claverie (The Wolf) is an ensemble member and
Marketing Director of The NOLA Project. For his work
with the company, Keith has won three Big Easy Awards
(OREGON TRAIL, TWELFTH NIGHT, THE HENCHMAN).
Recent outside credits include THE STRANGER DISEASE
(Goat in the Road), SOMETHING ROTTEN (Le Petit) and
JESUS CHRIST SUPERSTAR (Summer Lyric). Keith thanks
Brittany, Torey, Tenaj and this wonderful cast and crew
for another exciting outdoor experience. Love to L.L.C.!



The Little Devil
Louis
Little Devil

Randall MacKenzie Rosenberg
Tharrison O. Boykin

Randall MacKenzie Rosenberg (Louis) is excited to
be performing with The NOLA Project. He is a
professional choreographer and dance performer.
Randall is excited to share his talents in THE LITTLE
DEVIL!

Tharrison O. Boykin (Little Devil) is thrilled to be
featured in The NOLA Project's dreamworld, TELL IT TO
ME SWEET. A chef/multi-disciplinary artist from New
Orleans, his recent theatrical credits include
"Speakeasy" and "Landscape with Figures." He would
like to thank The NOLA Project and The New Orleans
Museum of Art for creating this opportunity to play. 



Buried Treasure
Rufus
Dr. Carlo/Rev Bell/Shortie

Natalie Boyd
Monica R. Harris

Natalie Boyd (Rufus) is a member of The NOLA
Project. She is super pumped to be performing again,
for the first time, since the plague began! Recent TNP
credits include SLEEPY HOLLOW and URINETOWN. She
also won another Big Easy Award for The Radical
Buffoons’ production of BARBECUE. Shout out to
Monica, Torey and the entire creative crew for being top
notch. And a special thanks to my favorite ghost for all
the inspiration.

Monica R. Harris (Dr. Carlo, Rev Bell, Shortie) is an
actor, director, and producer with a BA, Theatre Arts
from Loyola University New Orleans and represented by
ATA (Southeast) and 24Seven (NYC).  

(continued on next page...)



This is her 9th show with The NOLA Project! Most recent
credits: A FIDDLER’S TALE (reprised, Louisiana
Philharmonic Orchestra), COMEDY OF ERRORS, ALL’S
WELL THAT ENDS WELL (New Orleans Shakespeare
Festival), THE PREMISE (FX & Hulu), THE
REVOLUTIONISTS (reprised, Harper Joy Theatre), CLAWS
(TNT), PREACHER (AMC), BROKEN DOWN (Indie Feature),
MARIA KIZITO (ArtSpot Productions: New Orleans
Fringe, Kampala, Uganda Theatre Festival), and THE
CRADLE WILL ROCK (Cripple Creek Theatre Co., Big Easy
Award Best Musical). 



Production Team
Lucas Harms (Crew) is a theatre teacher and artist. He
is very excited and happy to be a part of this project. 

Torey Hayward (Director) is a Big Easy Award Winning
Director and the Co-Artistic Director of The Radical
Buffoons. A Louisiana native, Torey has been working in
education and theater in New Orleans over the last nine
years. New Orleans theater credits include acting, scenic
design, dramaturgy, and directing work with the Tulane
Shakespeare Festival, Tennessee Williams Theatre
Company, The NOLA Project, Southern Rep's 4-D
Fellowship, and The Radical Buffoons. Hayward holds a
BA in Theater Arts from Hendrix College, and a Masters
of Science in Education from Johns Hopkins University. 

Tenaj Jackson (Asst. Director) is a New Orleans native
and collective member of The Radical Buffoons where
she serves as Collective Liaison. Prior to the pandemic
Tenaj was acting in The Uninvited with Goat in the Road
and awaiting the opening of a 7 woman harmonic show
called Vessels. After over two years she’s extremely
excited to be doing theatre again. Much love and thanks
to Alexander and the whole Jackson-Lewis-Wallace clan.



Grace Keith (Asst. Stage Manager) is currently pursuing
their B.A in Film & Theatre at the University of New Orleans.
Recent credits include stage management for EURYDICE,
FOOL FOR LOVE, and AUGUST OSAGE COUNTY. Grace is
grateful for the opportunity to support this production with
an amazing team

Sapphira Koerner (Scenic Co-Coordinator) is a theatre
artisan who's fairly new to the New Orleans theatre scene.
The NOLA Project's TELL IT TO ME SWEET will be her first
show in New Orleans. She is incredibly excited to be a part
of this experience.

Sami Mihalik (Costume/Prop Designer) is a New
Orleans-based freelance costume designer, wardrobe
technician, and scenic artist. She has designed costumes
for several plays and musicals, and in 2020, she received
BroadwayWorld New Orleans's "Costume Design of the
Decade" award for her work on Jefferson Performing Arts
Society's production of DREAMGIRLS. After working as a
costume production assistant on a handful of films this
year, Sami is excited to jump back into creative work
making TELL IT TO ME SWEET's wearable props. She is very
happy to see live theatre making a comeback, and grateful
to be part of a team of brilliant and imaginative artists!



Nathan Norris (Scenic Co-Coordinator) is grateful for fall
weather and mutual aid. 

Matthew Raetz (Crew) is excited to be a part of his first
production with The NOLA Project. He’s an Actor and Big
Easy Theatre Award Nominee, as well as Co-Owner of
YellowBoxCircus, a New Orleans Based Circus company. -
“Book us for all your Circus needs!”

Pamela D. Roberts (Stage Manager) is happy to be back in
the world of theatrical events. She would like to thank The
NOLA Project and the cast and crew of TELL IT TO ME SWEET. 

Baylee Robertson (Costume Designer) is extremely
excited and grateful to be a part of her first show with The
NOLA Project. Baylee’s most recent credits include Asst.
Costume Design, THE UNINVITED by Goat in The Road
Productions and co-director, STOP KISS at Loyola University.
Baylee thanks her wonderful partner, MG, and handsome cat,
Taz, for their continued love and support. 



Amara Skinner (Sound Designer, Stage Manager) is
a freelance sound designer, audio engineer, stage
manager, and production manager. She has a bachelors
degree in Music Industry Studied from Loyola University
of New Orleans. Amara has worked for many musical
artists, theatres, festivals, venues, as well as various
corporate audio visual companies in the Greater New
Orleans Area. Sound designing for local theatre
production companies such as The NOLA Project and
The Radical Buffoons in 2020. KM Dance was the first
production company to hire Amara as a stage manager.
From there, she began stage managing with Jefferson
Performing Arts Society, The NOLA Project, and The
National World War II Museum. 

Brittany N. Williams (Playwright) is an actress, writer,
singer originally from Baltimore, MD. She’s performed
across three continents—including a year spent as a
principal vocalist at Hong Kong Disneyland—and several
US states but is overjoyed to call New Orleans home.
Brittany holds a BFA in Musical Theatre from Howard
University (HU, You Know) and an MA in Classical Acting
from the Royal Central School of Speech & Drama (Carrie
Fisher’s alma mater for 18 months). 

(continued on next page...)



Locally, she’s performed in STAGE DOOR SONGBOOK:
COLE PORTER (Susan), HARRY & THE THIEF (Vivian), and
MARY FULL OF GRAY (Mary/writer) and is the 2019 Stage
Door Idol winner. Some of her favorite credits outside of
the city include UNIVERSAL ROBOTS (Helena),
MARGARET (Joan of Arc), BOB MARLEY'S THREE LITTLE
BIRDS (Nansi – Helen Hayes Award Nom.), ANTONY AND
CLEOPATRA (Soothsayer/Clown), and LEAR
(Cordelia/Fight Captain). You’ll find Brittany yelling into
the void on Twitter and Instagram as @BrittanyActs and
at brittanynwilliams.com.
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